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Prelu∂ePR ELUDE

Phenomenal success, truckloads of money and lots of 
great sex are nice things to have, and so naturally, we 
want them desperately. But what most people really 
want, beyond all the obvious trappings, is to have inter-
esting, positively fascinating lives. A poor man (in an 
old fable) will be perfectly content, provided he does 
not suffer from a boring existence, while a rich man 
will be miserable to the end, if he can no longer stand 
the muddled routines of his predictable life.

We humans are absolutely nuts to have interesting 
lives. In childhood and then afterwards, year after year, 
we strive to experience the most engrossing, astonish-
ing events. So, what stops us? Why do we, time and 
again, lose pleasure in what we are becoming? Why do 
so many irrepressible souls grow so amazingly decrepit?

The problem, I think, is that we succumb to our 
fears. We feel it in our bones that an interesting life 
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is a dangerous desire. Life’s imposing adventure is 
the very meaning of risk, where grievous injury and 
abrupt endings are commonplace. Also, to the extent 
we remain unimpressed by the grinding habits and 
faceless regularity of civilized life, we become less dis-
posable to various enterprises, so we shouldn’t underes-
timate the economic risks at hand. Lastly, the blessings 
of fellowship can be more difficult to secure if we are 
living “outside the box,” and there may be piles of rid-
icule and undue detraction to deal with. The chance 
of becoming a genuine oddball (a lonely eccentric) is 
much greater, whenever someone seeks to command 
his or her own destiny.

It’s the job of preachers and pundits to remind us of 
our fears as often as possible. This may seem meddle-
some and intrusive, but instead let’s take it for what it 
is — a fair warning. Still, our highest aspirations remain 
unaffected. We will engage life, and make it an inter-
esting, cherished life, as far as our abilities, learning 
and good fortune should allow. We propose to examine 
this existence intensely, and then even more intensely, 
come what may.

Such a deliberate and consuming engagement exem-
plifies the philosophic life. It favors clarity of thought, 
courage of choice and a circumspect knowledge. All 
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of this is interrelated. And so in philosophy, as in life, 
there evolves theories of meaning, methodologies and 
conceptions of reality — a seamless web, woven over 
the millennia from the common threads of human 
experience. It has offered us a noble, perilous ethic, 
where one’s own existence might become one’s own 
creative obsession.

• • •

This book consists of assorted aphoristic forms. It’s been 
“pieced and fractured” (an aporistic puzzle) you could 
say. But it does offer an abiding plot that’s not too hard 
to get, especially if you like to indulge occasionally in 
well-chewed and mulled-over, blissful bouts of reading. 
The story is about creative people of all stripes, who live 
and work passionately, resiliently, and with their eyes 
wide open. It’s an unembellished, continuing story that 
I’ve told in as few words and with as much depiction 
as I could handle. Under the circumstances, the After-
ward must serve as my inextricably incomplete and, if I 
may, respectfully submitted explanation.

The protagonist and narrator of this book (this met-
amorphic memoir and not-so-massive missive) is Homer 
Dogg — a hardcore traveler, an honest scholar and an 
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infatuated artist. His character is an admixture, as his 
name suggests, of two broadly representative personas 
from Greek antiquity. The first, of course, is Homer, the 
blind poet, the artist who gave us Odysseus and Hector. 
The second is Diogenes, a.k.a. “the Dog,” the greatest 
bohemian perhaps there ever was, the godfather of all 
virtuously undertaken and openly waged counterculture.

— VEO
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rea† iveC C R E A T I V E  O B S E S S I O N is a modern apomary, a 
fusion of aphorisms, apothegms and apologues, which depicts 
a “boiling pot” of philosophy with astonishing succinctness.

The fervent protagonist of Creative Obsession is Homer 
Dogg, “a hardcore traveler, an honest scholar and an infat-
uated artist.” The apomary spans Homer Dogg’s fleeting, 
peripatetic life, while unearthing a deep-rooted connect-
edness of aesthetic, epistemic and ethic thinking. Creative 
Obsession celebrates “creative people of all stripes, who live 
and work passionately, resiliently and with their eyes wide 
open.” It portrays philosophic life in broad daylight for “the 
firstborn of the Third Millennium.”

“Homer Dogg says in ten sentences (sometimes less)  
what others don’t say in a whole book.” 

—F. W. NIETZSCHE

“A literary, aporistic and, if you ask me, successful experi-
ment in harnessing the broad powers of abductive logic.” 

— C. S . PEIRCE

In just fifty-six eclectic segments, Creative Obsession 
presents a pointillistic sketch of a wide-open philosophical 
landscape. So hold on to your seat, and read this book!
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